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ABSTRACT
On the website with ease of use, beautiful design, quality information and good
functionality, users want to return again and again. In particular, the website that
takes into account the rules of web usability, is better perceived by the user, has
a good indicator of the time spent on the website, obtains a high conversion rate,
brings a lot of customers and increases its position in search engines. Therefore,
one of the most important aspects of building the website is usability testing that
lies on evaluating techniques. Hence, this article proposes the third point of the
website quality evaluation methodology universal star (WQEMUS), which is
evaluating the usability satisfaction degree of internet users from websites.
Keywords: WQEMUS; consistency; intelligibility; searchability; navigability;
accessibility;
1. INTRODUCTION
“USABILITY”

TO

THE

TOP

QUALITY

CRITERION

The ISO model describes usability as “the ease of use for a given function” [1]. The website should be designed
to support visitors irrespective of their knowledge or experience to get necessary information at the scheduled
time [2]. It is also defined as “the sum of one’s feelings or attitudes toward a variety of factors affecting that
situation” [3]. Usability, as a fundamental feature for the success of web applications and sites, is connected with
interface, content and other elements of the site which are easy to use, navigate, understand, operate, learn,
remember and find [2, 4–17, 17–21] as well as pleasant to use and operable with a minimum errors and effort
[22–32]. It is one of the most frequently used criteria since it maintains a certain level of site performance [20]
and is usually associated with user satisfaction [33–35]. The researchers Nielsen [22] and Toh and Pendse [36]
stated that websites ought to be developed for usability and understandability. [22] ([22], [9]) supposed that every
software development process, including website construction must be subjected to usability testing. Nevertheless,
even a good usable site cannot guarantee a complete satisfaction of user preferences [37].
Based on our data analysis and conducted research studies, we conclude that usability indicates how well,
consistent, simple, efficient, productive, intuitive and straightforward the website is organized in assisting users
to perform various tasks within its competence. A significant number of deep interview respondents answered
that “If I experience difficulties or do not understand how to work with the website, I will leave it”.
2. METHODLOGY
The methodology of this study is explained in detail in the methods section of a research paper, which is called
“Website Quality Evaluation Methodology Universal Star: 1st point – “Content”.
3. SUB CRITERIA OF THE “USABILITY” CRITERION
3.1 Consistency
Human intellect is eager to cognitive balance and coordination which is the ability to place things logically in
the place, where resources of the same category are grouped together and get those things without difficulty from
there. Some researchers called this place as logical “home” [38], where things are supposed to be. Hence, the
site’s structure should be logical enough, always clear to the user in terms of what to do next [39, 40] and intuitive
to him or her [41]. Further, the consistency of a website is reached when “people can move around the website
from page to page and find the similar content or information displayed in the similar ways” [42]. Schneiderman
([43], [44]) proposed that struggling for consistency is the first golden rule of designing interfaces, as highly
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consistent websites with logical structures reduce the number of mistakes and time of learning as well as increase
the productivity and satisfaction of users.
Actually, the in-depth interviews helped to change the name of this sub-criteria from “Logical structure” to
“Consistency”. Additionally, they disclosed that a logical structure makes the interface of sites easy to remember
and instinctive. In most cases, when the site is logical, then the need for using internal search engines and help
instructions decreases substantially as long as such a logical site helps to find information significantly faster with
less help. However, the structure of sites should not be changed frequently, otherwise, it leads to confusion.
Finally, the pages and components of sites should hold logically well together to succeed in getting new
users/customers and perspectives, assist users to reach necessary content with a minimum effort, be useful and
ensure visitors’ feelings of enjoyment. In the end, Naik and Tripathy [45] suggested using a uniform design,
implementation techniques and notation throughout the website.
3.2 Intelligibility
Given the scope and nature of the evaluation, the in-depth interviews gave to this attribute the name of
“Intelligibility”. Then it has been approved in the further studies. Under this sub-criterion, we consider the
conditions for obtaining easy to use websites and smart ways to create web content. Particularly, the easier is the
website to use, the more people use it. Substantial parts of the “easy to use” are navigability, intuitiveness,
learnability and memorability. The design of sites is already intuitive when users know exactly what to do and
can complete tasks without interruption and long thoughts.
a) The knowledge that users get when they arrive at the site,
b) The awareness that users need to operate sites and complete tasks and
c) The help instruction that users can get to enhance their awareness are the major ingredients for making
website design intuitive to users.
Consequently, users’ understanding of what is intuitive for them is a key factor in getting a pleasing and
intuitive design. Finally, if learnability belongs to how quickly users might develop an understanding of the
interface usage, then memorability characterizes users’ ability to remember that interface to perform tasks when
they have learned it. Furthermore, respondents of our in-depth interview are sure that this quality characteristic
does not affect much on the way users leave web pages or the entire site.
As we also found out during the interviews, many visitors, especially those with limited literacy read only the
first few sentences on the web page. If they find out that the content presented is simple and easily understandable,
they will continue reading. Otherwise, they will move to other locations of the page [46, 47]. Hence, it is necessary
for web content to be composed for easy understanding [39, 48] and easily understandable content should be
geared towards a more specialized reading level [49]. Understandability is also the site’s capability to assist users
to understand content and perform required tasks under certain conditions. Furthermore, there are visual and
linguistic readability [50]. The first one concerns with the problems of perception through video clips, images,
charts, maps and etc. Here, some rules are: low resolution reduces readability and artificial light of the monitor
decreases reading comprehension to 25-30%. The second one is related to the syntax and usage of a language and
the characteristics of text used in website pages [2, 11, 18, 23, 30, 51].
Next, linguistic readability is affected by many factors such as:
•
•

•

web content, provided by the website should be easily understandable, plain, simple and concise. It has
to be introduced in a directly understandable format without requiring additional interpretation, decoding
or calculation [52]
web content should be ensured in a smaller amount of text, i.e. 50% less text than on paper, since it is
more difficult to read from the site than on paper [53] or using multiple pages for a long text [54–56].
The size of sites such as a number of pages or documents ought to be appropriate [56] and pages have to
be inter-connected [57]. Even a plain text may look overwhelming, if there is too much text or not enough
spaces on the web page [22, 54, 58]
clear and easy-to-understand wording of the content, using familiar words and the same terms, defining
acronyms and abbreviations, emphasizing the importance and coherence of images/icons, where the same
icons used for the same purposes [59], displaying characters with one font size and style except for titles
[30, 60–62] and using the most readable and familiar text fonts [16, 21, 63] with relative sizes [30, 32,
62, 64] are important components of linguistic readability. Lastly, the font size of the main content should
be no less than 11 points or a bit larger to take into account anticipated age-related changes [37, 58, 65,
66]
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older adults with low motor coordination can move and click the mouse, scroll down a web page [47] or
click on standard links with difficulty [46]. Scrolling text distracts visitors, but if it is still used, it should
not hide a large amount of text [61]

Moreover, a third of the respondents of both kinds of the interview studies had recommended displaying text
first and then images. It is justified, e.g. in the case of rendering images. Apart from this, it is advised to introduce
general information first and then the remaining details. Content should be written in a short form as possible, but
meaningful, in literary language by avoiding dialect, interesting to read and understandable with minimal efforts.
For example, Wikipedia delivers content that is difficult to understand even for those whose mother tongue is the
same. In addition, when the level of reading understandability of sites is misaligned with those levels of the reading
comprehension skills of targeted users, then sites lose a substantial amount of their users. As a result, an
appropriate level of reading complexity, which helps users to better understand, enjoy and benefit from reading,
is an important usability issue for sites.
3.3 Searchability
Another aspect that helps to better organize digital content, so that everyone could easily find its exhaustive
pieces is searchability. Subsequently, an effective internal tool for searching open or “hidden” information from
the entire site with massive keyword-based indices has to be available [5, 12, 13, 17, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28, 61, 64,
67–72] in order for the site to be effective. A hybrid search mechanism that merges varied information sources
simplifies users’ navigation and thus, saves their time and energy. That is why it should be located in very visible
places of web pages with various search options, usable search results and hints to improve search performances.
Furthermore, search tools are welcome on nearly every site [73], mainly on large sites or sites with lots of random
access [74] or dynamically generated content.
Our in-depth interviews claim that it is a pity not to have an internal search engine, especially when the site
contains a lot of pages and information. However, there were also other opposite opinions that indicated “an
internal search engine is not needed since there are Google and others”. Yet, site visitors get used to internal search
engines in order to find more relevant information. Lastly, if the site’ search mechanism is easy to use, fast,
accurate and efficient, it helps to open the wealth of freely available content.
3.4 Navigability
The Web is generally can be understood as a space to move on it [75]. Visitors can orient themselves and
know the current page and location while browsing the website by means of navigation [18, 21, 29, 64]. Diverse
features of the navigation system are navigation bars/menus, sidebars, breadcrumbs, cross-references, hyperlinks
and meaningful link names [4, 18, 21, 28, 32, 59, 70, 71, 76, 77] as well as assistant links to get back to the
previous location or homepage and forwarding or returning options to the top and down positions within long
pages [4, 11]. These navigation methods must be well constructed and be available in possibly
Each page or section of the site. Moreover, all important pages of the site have to be accessible through the
homepage navigation mechanism and thereby, a general idea about the site is expressed [4, 31, 64]. Next,
appropriate navigation options should be always available and change their colors or status after being visited [3,
7, 64, 78].
Personal experience of the author proves that mostly logos or banners forward users to homepages.
Additionally, today’s browsers contain part of the navigation features such as backward, forward or scrolling
options, which can be used actively. Respondents of the in-depth interviews suggested having only necessary
links from the homepage in order not to confuse users. Generally, ensuring complete navigation functionalities
increase users’ satisfaction since users feel that they can control the whole website (Nielsen, [22], [60]). An easy
to use website can be provided by convenient navigation tools [17] and thus, a website with sophisticated
navigation and limited flexibility has a major problem of usability.
3.5 Mapping
The qualitative interviews contributed to the emergence of this sub-criterion. Website components are
supposed to be well-organized, explicitly shown and be accessed from indices [31, 78], sitemaps, tables of content,
maps and plans of buildings. They present the general scheme of the site [39, 79] and inform about interrelations
of web pages and components. Moreover, like navigation, mapping enables users to jump from page to page if
needed [74]. In particular, the sitemap and table of contents are a visual representation of content and site areas.
More specifically, they point to the organizational structure of sites in a hierarchical way. Website sitemap has
parent/child relationships. Not every page has a child, but all pages have a parent [38]. The Sitemap.xml protocol
and the Simple Website Foot-printing are some methods to construct a detailed sitemap and relationship
architecture for a site [80]. In conclusion, this quality attribute, being as an essential element of structure, design
and usability, is independent from content. It is associated with both the easiness and convenience of moving in
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and around the site and motivates visitors to better understand the whole structure of a site as well as reopen,
revisit and get more focused on the site.
4. MEASURABLE INDICATORS FOR THE SUB-CRITERIA OF “USABILITY”
Next, with regard to the usability sub-criteria, Table 1has decomposed them in several direct indicators.
Table. 1 Necessary indicators for each sub-criterion of “Usability”
Sub-criteria

Measurable indicators
Logically structured site with well-organized
components

Consistency

Appropriate amounts of components to fit into web pages
Similar design, colors, layouts, structure and style for each web page
Easy-to-use, -understand and -operate the site’s pages
Easiness to become skillful and remember how to reach the same pages
and site components
•Relevant web page font types and sizes
•Suitably used the most readable

Intelligibility
Presence of multiple/adequate headings, paragraph division, lists, capital
letters and breathing spaces
Obvious and descriptive headings and hyperlink text
•Balanced and appropriately used key terms, words and phrases
•Non-existence of unnecessary jargons and acronyms
Well-constructed and convenient internal search engine with advanced
search options (e.g. people, books, courses, products, date, keywords
and/or etc.)
Searchability

Effective internal search engine with accurate search results
Location of internal search boxes in very prominent places and in required
pages
Effective and well-designed horizontal/vertical/side navigation bars/menus
•Availability of buttons such as back and next page, to the home page,
down and top of the current page

Navigability

•Traceable visited links, locations and pages
•Existence of helpful links to all important site pages from the homepage
•Convenient, logical and easy navigation system
Clear, relevant and informative table of contents (is mostly reflected in the
navigation bar) and alphabetic index

Mapping

Adequate sitemap
Clear, relevant and complete maps, indoor maps of large building
complexes, etc.
Compliance of the website with accessibility

Accessibility

issues (e.g. Conformity to W3C guidelines)
A large part of this indicator can be checked automatically.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

It’s better to think about the usability of the site before its development and to conduct testing at every stage
of the site’s development. However, even if the site has existed for a long time and usability assessment was not
carried out during website creation, it is never too late to improve it for users. So, this is possible with the help of
the developed metric for WQEMUS on this scientific paper. The theoretical metric, obtained from the literature
is strengthened by the empirical evidences that were ensured through in-depth and qualitative interviews and the
user evaluation and judgment survey. In future work, we plan to extend WQEMUS improved in this article by
establishing the fourth point of WQEMUS.
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